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Welcome to the official website of artist, writer and graphic narrator Barry Windsor-Smith, and Windsor-Smith Studio, presenting news and ubigraphic information, original art and prints for sale, and a mitigating selection of published and never-before-seen current and classical art, comics and texts from across the famous careerspanning four decades. All the
contents of the site copyrighted by © 2010 Barry Windsor-Smith, All Rights are protected. Designed by Barry Windsor-Smith. Construction site Margaret M Stewart, Alex Biali, Cam Villar and Scott Andrews. Web Attendant: Julie Greenwood No material on this site can be downloaded, transferred or copied in any form without explicit written permission from
Barry Windsor-Smith. Windsor-Smith Studio, Barry Windsor-Smith: STORYTELLER, Paradoxman, Freebooters and Young SOOS are registered trademarks, and are copyrighted © 2005 by Barry Windsor-Smith. Conan is a trademark of Conan Properties, Inc. Avengers, Iron Man, Man-Machine, Wolverine, Weapon X, Supernatural X-Men, RUNE, Daredevil,
Fantastic Four, Captain America, New Mutants, Nick Fury are trademarks of Marvel Characters, Inc. Archer and Armstrong, Warrior Eternal, Solar, and Unity. Superman, Batman and Wonder Woman are trademarks of DC Comics. Barry Smith Barry Windsor-Smith, Michael NetzerForming BirthName Barry Windsor SmithBorn May 25, 1949 London,
EnglandNationality BritishBritonic InformationSoforming InformationRussian Architecture Employer Marvel Comics Dark Horse Comics Famous Workers Conan BarbarianDistintions Shazam Award EisnerWeb website barrywindsor-smith.com edit data on Wikidata Barry Windsor-Smith, known as Barry Smith (London, May 25, 1949), is a British artist of
comics and illustrator. His international acclaim came as cartoonist Conan Barbarian, of Marvel Comics, between 1970 and 1974, where he presented his special style, full of various artistic influences, especially pre-arabists. Barry Windsor-Smith was born on May 25, 1949, in Forest Gate, London. In 1968, he went to New York and performed at the offices of
Marvel Comics, impressing Roy Thomas, who ordered him some X-Men, a cartoon he had to draw on park benches because he ran out of money. The result, however, prompted Windsor-Smith for more work for Marvel, albeit made from the UK at the end of his work permit. Originally known as Barry Smith, his giddy success was due to his work as a lead
cartoonist for the Conan Barbarian series, an adaptation of Robert E. Howard's literary character. Originally, his drawing was intertwined with the style of Jack Kirby, but in just two years it has turned into a unique and original form, Saw out of like Edward Byrne-Jones or Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Short stories like Red Nails, The Elephant Tower or The
Daughter of a Frozen Giant would illuminate it for its beauty and originality. Later, he moved a little away from the world of comics to get closer to the illustration, starting to use his full name, adding Windsor to it and gaining the status of an apartment building in the United States. Together with Jeff Jones, Mike Kaluta and Bernie Wrightson founded the
Studio, whose work will be reflected in a book of the same name published in 1979 by Dragon Dreams. He returned to Marvel in the 1980s and worked on Iron Man and Weapon X among others, as well as giving life to the innovative concept of Wolverine's origins. In 1991, he became creative director of Valiant Comics, where he managed to get the
publisher to achieve a huge artistic level and undeniable success in selling such names as Shadowman, Archer and Armstrong, Eternal Warrior, Bloodshot or Turok, some of which he worked on directly. Following his departure from Valiant, Windsor-Smith recala on Dark Horse, where he brings Barry Windsor-Smith to life: The Narrator, a project containing
three different lines of history: Paradoxman, Young Gods, and Freebooters. With an unusual theme and ideal attitude, his recognition in sales did not accompany him, so he did not exceed 9 numbers. However, these stories have offers of continuity, and in fact Fantagraphics Books has published several stories related to these story arcs, among which
Adastra in Africa, the protagonist of the character of the young gods, stands out. Barry Windsor-Smith has won numerous awards from the world of comics. External Links Barry Windsor-Smith and Windsor-Smith Studio Official Site Full Incomplete Barry Windsor-Smith Checklis Barry Windsor Smith's Pinterest Data: No 2570004 Multimedia: Barry Windsor-
Smith Extracted from British Graphic Writer Barry Windsor-SmithBarry Windsor-Smith Michael NetzerBorn25 May 1949 (1949-05)25) (age 71) LondonNationalityBrisrea (s) Writer, ArtistNotable WorksConranErd SonjaMachine ManWeapon XSolarUnityArcher - ArmstrongRuneStorytellerAwardsShazam Award, 1974Eisner Award 2008 Barry Windsor-Smith
(born Barry Smith, May 25, 1949) is a British comic book illustrator and artist whose most famous work was released in the United States. He is known for his work on Marvel Comics' Conan the Barbarian from 1970 to 1973, as well as his work on Wolverine - a particularly original Story Arc Of Weapon X. Barry Windsor-Smith was born on May 25, 1949, in
Forest Gate, a working-class neighborhood in London's East End. He showed artistic ability at an early age, and his parents supported the continuation of education in the arts. Career produced his first published work in 1967 and 1968 - a one-page Powerhouse Pinups of Marvel Comics characters for stunning and fantastic comics, titles published by
Odhams Press that included licensed reissues of Marvel Comics for the British market. He then flew to the United States with fellow artist Steve Parkhouse for a meeting at Marvel in New York in the summer of 1968. I sent the material first, and based solely on a nice return note from Stan's (Lee) assistant Linda Fite, my buddy and I were on Marvel's
doorstep in the blink of an eye. Thanks in large part to his Jack Kirbieska style, Marvel Comics editor Stan Lee gave him the work of drawing the cover and history of X-Men No. 53 (the cover is dated February 1969), attributed to Barry Smith, as he was then known. He drew Marvel's Daredevil #50-52 (March-May 1969), a Western story, (probably the story
The Outcast eventually published in Western Gunfighters No. 4, February 1971), and the release of #12 by Nick Fury, an agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. (May 1968), both written on Parkhouse. Windsor-Smith later called his early art amateur and klutzy and the less skilful Imitation of Kirby, but Stan Lee liked it enough to give him more work. Despite this, Roy Thomas
assigned him editions of No 66 and No 67 Of the Avengers (July-August 1969) after he returned to the UK. These stories introduced a fictitious indestructible metal alloy adamantium. He went on to work from a distance for Marvel, providing art for a number of stories in the horror anthology titled Tower of Shadows and Camera darkness. Thomas, a longtime
admirer of Robert E. Howard's 1930 novel Conan the Barbarian, provided Windsor-Smith with art for sword and witchcraft in Starry Fighter in Chamber of Darkness No. 4 (April 1970). Shortly thereafter, Thomas offered Windsor-Smith a pencil work for the Marvel adaptation of Conan, starting with Conan Barbarian No. 1 (October 1970). In 1971, Windsor-
Smith moved to the United States with a work permit. Comic book historian Les Daniels noted that The initial efforts of Windsor-Smith were a bit sketchy, but his technique progressed not by day, but by day. Within months he had achieved a style never seen in comics before. During his run on Conan the Barbarian, Windsor-Smith was involved in writing as
well. He and writer Roy Thomas adapted a number of R.E. Howard's short stories, the aforementioned Daughter of frost-giant, The Elephant Tower, Rogues in the House and Red Nails. In addition to contributing to art and history, Windsor-Smith provided covers for most issues. They worked on original adventures and characters based on the characters of
R.E. Howard - primarily the fiery-haired female warrior, Red Sonia - loosely based on the character of one of Howard's non-Conina stories, who now became the main character of the comics in his own right - in the Song of the Red Sonia in Conan The Barbarian No. 24 (March 1973), question about the name. By then, he was working on 21 of the first 24
episodes of the series, having missed only issues No.17 and No.18, and No. 22 (which was a reissue of the #1), and he and the title won a number of awards. Windsor-Smith later said that the reason he missed those questions was because he left the show several times because he was unhappy with the work and the way the comic business works, rather
than the timing issues that Marvel quotes. In 2010, Comics Bulletin ranked Thomas and Windsor-Smith at number seven on the 1970s Best Marvels list. Windsor-Smith has provided art for a number of other Marvel Comics titles, including the stories of Ka-zar in The Amazing Tales of #3-6 (December 1970 - June 1971) and No 10 (February 1972), three more
episodes of the Avengers (#98-100, April-June 1972) - of which he would later recall the nightmare of drawing all those bloody characters, which he would later remember the nightmare of drawing all those bloody characters, which he would later remember the nightmare of drawing all those bloody characters, which he would later remember the nightmare of
drawing all those bloody characters, That I didn't #3 talk about, , , , , , Stan Lee's scripts appear to have been interrupted after they were drawn to Lee's original scripts. Windsor-Smith has now become disillusioned with the comic book industry and the way in which writers and artists are exploited: I needed to be free from restrictions and politics, which were
imposed by the dictates of creating entertainment for children soon after, Windsor-Smith left the comics for the first time, leaving only a couple of items of inventory in the vaults of Marvel Comics, both stories of R.E. Howard characters: Kull in The Exile of Atlantis (Wild Sword Conan No. 3, December 1974), and Bran McMurn in Worms of the Earth (Wild
Sword Conan No. 16, November 1975). With the exception of 10 pages of inking jack Kirby pencil work for the bicentennial battles of Captain America's Bicentennial (1976), the 15 one-time oversize of the Marvel Treasury, he produced no more comic works until 1983. At that point he changed his professional surname to Windsor-Smith, adding his mother's
surname to his own, and began pursuing a career in the visual arts. Granted residential status in the United States in 1974, Windsor-Smith, along with his partner Linda Mesman, created Gorblimey Press, with which he produced a small number of limited edition prints of fantasy-based items that proved popular. In 1976, Windsor-Smith published the Gorblimi
Press Catalog, a high-quality work index published by Gorblimey Press, with a full-page reproduction of each piece. Before that, in 1975, together with Jeff Jones, Michael Kaluta and Bernie Wrightson, he was one of four comic artists who became an excellent illustrator/painter who formed The artist's attic community in Manhattan, known as The Studio,
aims to sell creative products beyond the constraints of the commercialization of comics. By 1979, they had produced enough material to release titled The Studio, which was published by Dragon's Dream (ISBN 9063325819). In the 1980s, Smith designed and painted the fictional comic Mandro for Oliver Stone's 1981 horror film The Hand. In the film, the
artwork is used as a character by John Lansdale, a comic book illustrator played by Michael Caine. Stone explains Smith's hiring: I've always been a fan of his. I think I fell in love with his version of Conan before I even read Howard's books. He has done more for this comic than anyone... Because the cartoonist drew a character like Conan, Barry was the
logical choice. Oddly enough, Barry was English, like Michael, and they both had sandy blond hair. When they first met, they discovered that they were both about 6' 2, and that they both had the same kind of East End wit. The resemblance was pretty amazing. Windsor-Smith returned to the main comic book work for Marvel in 1983 with two parts, a short
mystical tale of love, The Beguiling, and a dark, humorous two-page black-and-white story, Way stars as in Epic Illustrated No. 16 (February 1983), which featured a page and a half of the Windsor-Smith spread accompanying Archie Goodwin's text story titled Orda (which appears to be a drawing of Conan and Valeria in battle). Later that year, he produced
a short play in Dave Sim's Swords of Cerebus (#5, 1983), and then in 1984 several Marvel superhero stories: an untitled story, though commonly referred to as That Night..., and the April Fool's Tale of Marvel Fanfare No. 15 (July 1984), which he wrote and painted. He illustrated Lifedeath a double-size Storm story in Uncanny X-Men No. 186 (October
1984), and the four-issue Machine Man Limited Series (October 1984 - January 1985), 18 for which Windsor-Smith was an artist and colorist over Herb Trimpe's layouts for the first three issues, and drew and alone painted for the fourth. Although he will be returning to X-Men once a year for the next three years, (Uncanny X-Men No. 198, #205 and #214),
his main comic output remained limited throughout the rest of the 1980s, just one issue of Fantastic Four (#296, November 1986) and Daredevil (#236, November 1986), two editions of the Iron Man project (#232, July 1988, and No. 243, June 1989), two pages of DC Comics' Heroes Against Hunger project, and two small parts for Harvey's anthology,
published by Atomeka Press. In 1987, he returned to his first major success and provided new painted covers for nine marvel editions of the Marvel Conan reprint title Conan Saga, all matters that contained black and white reissues of his original 1970s stories. 1990s, along with the spin-off X-Men Excalibur (#27, September 1990), Windsor-Smith's last work
for Marvel Comics came with the serialized feature Weapon X in Marvel Comics Presents (1991), talking about the origins of the X-Men character Wolverine, which he wrote, painted, painted, and told about the origin of the character X-Men Wolverine, which he wrote, painted, painted, and told about the origin of the character X-Men Wolverine, which he
wrote, painted, painted, and told about the origin of the character XX Wolverine, which he wrote, drew, painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine , drew, painted, and told about the origin of the character X-Men Wolverine, which he wrote, painted, painted, and told about the origin of the character X-Men Wolverine, which he
wrote, painted, painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he wrote, drew, painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine,
which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverines, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverines, which he painted,
and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverines, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the
origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverine, which he painted, and told about the origin of the character of the X-Men Wolverines, which he painted, and told In late 1991, he was approached by Valiant Comics, a new comic book publisher founded by former Marvel Comics writer and editor-in-chief Jim Schust, and asked to impersonate their creative
director and lead artist. Valiant obtained licenses for a number of characters originally published in the 1960s and 1970s by Gold Key Comics: Magnus Robot Fighter, Doctor Solar and Turok Dinosaur Hunter, and added their own original titles to the roster, including Harbinger, X-O Manowar, Shadowman, Archer and Armstrong, Eternal Warrior, Bloodshot,
Ninjak, and Rai. Windsor-Smith was the principal designer of the crossover Unity storyline for Valiant Comics, and a writer and artist for most of the first dozen title questions of Archer and Armstrong. Focusing on storytelling and innovative marketing practices such as closely-related continuity, crossovers and sending questions Valiant quickly became a
significant success story, selling nearly two million copies of premieres and quickly becoming the third-largest comic book publisher in the U.S., behind longtime industry leaders Marvel and DC Comics. However, in 1993, Windsor-Smith was again in opposition to the company's employment policy when Valiant decided to take the same job of hiring a practice
that he disliked at Marvel Comics, and became dissatisfied with his position in the company: They needed me as a figure just as a creator. He left Valiant shortly after Jim Shooter left the company. Smith called the contracts work for rent a legal but unethical tool designed to rape and plunder young talent of all possible prerogatives that they would otherwise
have had the good fortune to work for more scrupulous, morally invested publishers. Of his work for Valiant, and the challenges he faced there because of the legal ownership of titles and characters, Windsor-Smith said in 2008: In the 1970s I was constantly asked when I would do Conan again. In recent years, I've been receiving emails asking me to go
back to Archer and Armstrong. My short answer is, When pigs fly to the moon and return home safely. After leaving Valiant, Windsor-Smith worked for a number of companies. For the Malibu Ultraverse line he co-created Rune with Chris Ulm, including a crossover one-shot comic called Conan vs. Runa published by Marvel Comics in 1994 after they took
over Malibu. As a result, he once again spoke out against problems with legal property, and as a result of Rina's history remained unprintable. For Image Comics, he worked on the Wildstorm Rising crossover storyline, drawing and coloring wildstorm Rising No 1 (May 1995), as well as all eleven covers for the interconnected series. Windsor-Smith later said
he was persuaded to illustrate Wildstorm Rising, and regretted participating in it, saying that by reading the story and illustrating it, he could not understand the motives of any of the even when he was reading previous wildstorm wildstorm books Characters. He says he changed the plot in an attempt to improve him and his enthusiasm for it, later learning that
writer James Robinson wasn't happy with him doing it. In 1995, Windsor-Smith created an oversized anthology series, Barry Windsor-Smith: The Narrator for Dark Horse Comics, which contained three current features: Paradoxman, Dark Sci-Fi Tale, Young GODS, Tributes to Jack Kirby Thor and the New Gods series, and The Freebooters, a light-hearted
action movie about the aging Conan-as-character has become older than The Storyer Since then Fantagraphics Books has released a hardcover collection of Young GODS and Freebooters. Each of these hardcover volumes includes additional features, essays and previously unseen art. Fantagraphics published Windsor-Smith in Adastra in Africa, in a
hardcover starring character from Young GODS in a story originally intended for publication as Lifedeath III for Marvel X-Men, with the character Storm. In 1999, Fantagraphics published two volumes of BWS - Opus, a hardcover feature book featuring the works of Windsor-Smith throughout his career, including an autobiographical story, Time Rise, which
presents details of his experiences with seemingly paranormal phenomena. The 2000s Windsor-Smith created a story called UFO POV, an 11-page story in Streetwise (July 2000), a paperback trade anthology published by TwoMorrows Publishing. In 2000 and 2001, he also produced the cover for a number of Marvel titles, including Grant Morrison's New X-
Men, and drew five pages of Wolverine #166 (September 2001), Weapon X, written by Frank Teri. In January 2004, Fantagraphics Books published Windsor-Smith's Young Gods and Friends, a hardcover material collection material from BWS Storyteller along with new material. November 2005 saw a after-up hardcover entitled Freebooters, again collecting
material from the BWS narrator with new material. The planned third and final volume, collecting the series Paradoxman, has not yet come out. In January 2006, Windsor-Smith announced on the Comic Book Galaxy website that he was in talks to publish a graphic novel for Marvel Comics starring The Thing. He worked on the story of Superman in 1999,
which has not yet seen the press. He has not produced any further work in mainstream comics since the announcement, and nothing has been produced by Gorblimey Press since the publication of Liberomano in 1993. Monsters, a graphic novel that explores the lives and times of two disparate American families, is a fatefully connected abandoned Nazi
project in the field of genetic engineering that has been secretly revived by the U.S. government ( ) has been in the works since the 1980s and is scheduled for release in 2021. 1970 Awards - Shazam Comic Academy Award for Best Individual (The Lair of the Beasts by Roy Thomas and Barry Barry Barry by Conan the Barbarian #2) (nominated) 1971 -
Comic Book Arts Awards Best Sequel Feature (Conan the Barbarian) (winner) 1971 - Academy of Comics Arts Awards Best Individual History (Devil's Wings Over Shadizar, Roy Thomas and Barry Smith, from Conan barbarian No. 6 and Tower Elephant, Roy Thomas and Barry Smith, by Conan the Barbarian #4) (nominated) 1972 - Comic Book Arts Awards
Best Individual History Drama (Black Hound Revenge, Roy Thomas and Barry Smith, from Conan the Barbarian #20) (nominated) 1973 - Academy of Comics Arts Awards Best Continuation Feature (Conan Barbarian) (nominated) 1973 - Comic Academy, from Conan the Barbarian #24) (winner) 1973 - Goethe Award Favorite Pro Artist (winner) 1973 - British
Fantasy Society Best Comic Award (Conan the Barbarian) (winner) 1974 - Academy of Comics Arts Awards Best Individual History Drama (Red Nails, Roy Thomas and Barry Smith , from Savage Tales #1-3) (nominated) 1974 - Shazam Award for Excellence (nominated) 1974 - British Fantasy Society Awards Best Comic (Conan The Barbarian) (winner)
1975 - Inkpot Award (Winner) 1975 - British Fantasy Society Awards For Best Comic (Wild Sword conan) (winner) 1976 - British Society Fantasy Award For Best Comic (Wild Sword conan) (winner) 1977 - Eagle Awards Favorite Comicbook Artist (nominated) 1985 - Haxtur Awards Best Long Story (Machine Man) (nominated) 1985 - Haxtur Awards Best
Picture (Machine Man) (nominated) 1990 - Gem Award for Outstanding Service and Product Best Comic Under $3 (Deathmate Prologue) (nominated) 1993 - UK Comic Art Awards Best New Feature Film (Archer and Armstrong) Award Best New Series (Barry Barry) Windsor-Smith: The Narrator (nominated) 1998 - Comics Buyer's Guide to The Fan Award
Favorite Colorist (nominated) 2008 - Eisner Awards Hall of Fame (winner) bibliography DC Comics Batman 3-D graphic novel (one page Pinup) (1990) Heroes vs. Hunger No. 1 (1986) Sandman Special No. 1 (one page Pinup) (1991) Superman Special No. 1 (one page Pinup) (1992) Marvel Comics Tales of The #3-6, 10 (1971-72) Avengers #66-67, 98-100
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1994. ISBN 0-7851-0033-4. Re-released as Wolverine: Guns X. New York: Marvel, 2009. ISBN 978-0-7851-3726-9 with Jim Novak. Barry Windsor-Smith in Freebooters, Young Gods, ParadoX-Man. Kingston, New York: Windsor-Smith Studio, 1995 (?). OCLC 36362038 Barry Windsor-Smith: Narrator Volume 1, Number 1. Milwaukee, Oregon: Dark Horse,
1996. OCLC 63079005 Barry Windsor-Smith: Narrator Volume 1, Number 2. Milwaukee, Oregon: Dark Horse, 1996. OCLC 63079007 Adastra in Africa. Seattle: Fantagraphics, 1999. ISBN 1-56097-357-9 Opus Volume 1. Seattle: Fantagraphics, 1999. ISBN 1-56097-367-6 Opus Volume 2. Seattle: Fantagraphics, 2000. ISBN 1-56097-393-5 Young Gods.
Seattle: Fantagraphics, 2003. ISBN 1-56097-491-5 Young Gods and Friends. Seattle: Fantagraphics, 2003. ISBN 1-56097-491-5 with Diana Schutz. Freebooters collection. Seattle: Fantagraphics, 2005. ISBN 1-56097-662-4 with Kerry Gammill et al. Untitled. New York: Marvel, 2009. ISBN 978-0-7851-4186-0 Links - b c Barry Windsor-Smith. Barry Windsor-
Smith: The narrator. n.d. Archive from the original september 28, 2013. John Jackson Miller (June 10, 2005). The birthdays of the comic book industry. Comics Buyer Guide. Iola, Wisconsin. Archive from the original on February 18, 2011. b c d Cooke, John B. (May 1998). Alias Barry Windsor-Smith, Interview with the Narrator and Conan Artist: BWS. Comic
artist. Raleigh, North Carolina: TwoMorrows Publishing (2). Archive from the original on February 5, 2012. Windsor-Smith's Cook (1998): Stan loved my stuff because although it was quite amateurish and klutzy, he had the essence of Jack Kirby about it, and it was what sold Marvel comics in those days. - b d Barry Smith in Grand Comics database and Barry
Windsor-Smith in Grand Comics Database - Western Gunfighters #4 (February 1971) in Grand Comics Database: A Special Note at the End states: This band was conceived by Roy Thomas and performed by Smith almost two years ago! Gilbert, Laura, Ed. (2008). Marvel Chronicle year after year of history. London, United Kingdom: Dorling Kindersley.
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known as Barry Windsor-Smith) began Marvel sword and witchcraft comics with Conan Barbarian, in a series that ran for 275 questions. Research and Development (1970-1978). Marvel: Five fabulous decades of the greatest comics in the world. New York: Harry N. Abrams. page 150. ISBN 9780810938212. Windsor-Smith in Cook (1998): I always plotted
my own stories from the beginning... To give the screenwriter some idea of what's going on, I wanted to write my own dialogue on the edge of the pages. Some screenwriters will use my dialogue, others willfully ignore it. In any case, I was never paid or enrolled for work. Some of the more amusing dialogue in Conan came from me, Jenna tells Conan he
looks like a yak with this dumb helmet he wore; a slow dawn on Conan's face as he realizes he has gotten connected to the master again. Witchcraft? No one said aught witchcraft (when I signed up for this war) ! Roy was good at picking up the best things and letting go of others. - Sachs, Jason (September 6, 2010). Top 10 1970s Marvels. Comic book
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